We present an approach to explore and control nonlinear interactions between two orthogonally polarized femtosecond filaments launched parallel in air. The self-phase and cross-phase modulations due to the Kerr effect and cross-͑de͒focusing induced by the plasma and molecular alignment were distinctly identified resulting in attraction and repulsion of parallel filaments with different spatiotemporal proximities. Their interaction ranges were analyzed by comparing the interaction-induced displacements of parallel filaments at different initial separations. As proved by field-free displacements of parallel filaments around the impulsive rotational Raman excitation of the diatomic molecules in air, the molecular alignment exhibited a relatively longer interaction range than that of the plasma defocusing and the Kerr effect. Nonlinear interactions of self-guided wave-packets ͑fila-ments͒ show fascinating particlelike features ͓1͔, such as light-bullet fusion, fission, and spiraling ͓2-8͔, which might stimulate vast applications by using nonlinearly coupled multiple filaments instead of single ones. Traditionally, interactions of light bullets occur in the region of close spatiotemporal proximity. The incoherent couplings between fardelayed or spatially separated intense ultrashort pulses have been so far unexplored. Various mechanisms, such as Kerr and higher-order nonlinear optical responses, molecular rotational Raman response, and ionization-induced plasma, act together to guide or modulate nonlinear interactions of intense light bullets. Filaments experience complicated nonlinear couplings in the spatiotemporally overlapped region due to the interplays and competitions of these different nonlinear effects. This makes the intrinsic physics and origins of filament interaction difficult to understand. Therefore, a straightforward approach is needed to distinguish different physical mechanisms governing the spatiotemporal light bullet interaction. This would stimulate experimental breakthroughs not only in exploring their nonlinear interactions but also in establishing a robust and field-free technique to control filament interaction for promising atmospheric applications. In particular, it may serve as the basis to manipulate many important and useful nonlinear optical processes in strongly coupled filaments ͓9-15͔, such as secondary radiation emission in the terahertz region, nonlinear frequency conversion, and wavelength-tunable few-cycle pulse generation.
Nonlinear interactions of self-guided wave-packets ͑fila-ments͒ show fascinating particlelike features ͓1͔, such as light-bullet fusion, fission, and spiraling ͓2-8͔, which might stimulate vast applications by using nonlinearly coupled multiple filaments instead of single ones. Traditionally, interactions of light bullets occur in the region of close spatiotemporal proximity. The incoherent couplings between fardelayed or spatially separated intense ultrashort pulses have been so far unexplored. Various mechanisms, such as Kerr and higher-order nonlinear optical responses, molecular rotational Raman response, and ionization-induced plasma, act together to guide or modulate nonlinear interactions of intense light bullets. Filaments experience complicated nonlinear couplings in the spatiotemporally overlapped region due to the interplays and competitions of these different nonlinear effects. This makes the intrinsic physics and origins of filament interaction difficult to understand. Therefore, a straightforward approach is needed to distinguish different physical mechanisms governing the spatiotemporal light bullet interaction. This would stimulate experimental breakthroughs not only in exploring their nonlinear interactions but also in establishing a robust and field-free technique to control filament interaction for promising atmospheric applications. In particular, it may serve as the basis to manipulate many important and useful nonlinear optical processes in strongly coupled filaments ͓9-15͔, such as secondary radiation emission in the terahertz region, nonlinear frequency conversion, and wavelength-tunable few-cycle pulse generation.
In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate a straightforward method to distinguish filament interactions originating from the Kerr effect, plasma defocusing, and molecular alignment. Spatiotemporally overlapped intense femotosecond ͑fs͒ filaments typically interact via the Kerr effect and ionization-induced plasma, which lead the local refractive index to increase and decrease in filaments, respectively. For a molecular gas, the molecular alignment ͓16-19͔ affect the filaments coupling due to the orientation-dependent modulation of the local refractive index with prealigned molecules ͓20-22͔ and alter the plasma density due to the dependence of ionization cross sections on the relative molecular orientation to the field polarization ͓23͔. Intense fs filaments in air are thus coupled by the local changes in the refractive index induced by the Kerr nonlinearity, plasma, and molecular alignment. Their interactions were analyzed straightforwardly by comparing the displacements of parallel filaments launched at various pump-probe delays with different initial separations. Molecular alignment induce a relatively longer interaction range than the Kerr effect and plasma defocusing. Field-free controllable filament interaction could be further realized around the periodic revivals of the pre-excited rotational wave packets in air.
As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 , the fs pulses ͑35 fs, 800 nm, and 1 kHz͒ were firstly split into s-polarized pump and p-polarized probe pulses, which were slightly focused with two properly positioned lenses ͑f =1 m͒ in their corresponding arms. They were recombined with a thin film polarizer to get two parallel filaments in air with initial spatial separations of several ten to hundred m. The positive delays account for the pump pulse ahead of the probe one, and the zero delay was ascertained by accurately measuring the maximum second harmonic generation with a frequencydoubling crystal. The pump and probe pulse energies were measured to be ϳ1.57 and 0.76 mJ before filamentation, respectively. In order to investigate the interaction dynamics of these parallel launched filaments, the ionization-induced With the pump filament delayed by 100-200 fs behind the probe one ͑around delay-A͒, the parallel filaments were separated by almost the same distances of the initially launched ones ͑70 or 140 m͒, indicating no filament interactions within this range of delay. However, as the pump filament propagated ahead of the probe one by 100-200 fs ͑around delay-D͒, the parallel filaments were repulsed up to 90 and 145 m, respectively. A larger displacement around delay-D than that around delay-A proved that the probe filament was influenced more significantly by the pump one. Moreover, the pump filament kicked the probe one to a larger displacement for a smaller initial spatial separation ͓Figs. 2͑a͔͒. All these arose from the difference in pump and probe pulse intensities. As the strong pump pulse ahead produced a larger plasma density than the relatively weak probe pulse ahead, a larger reduction in the refractive index was induced in the pump filament channel, which consequently resulted in a larger plasma-induced repulsion of the parallel filaments.
Kerr-induced filament interaction was mainly due to cross-phase modulation ͑XPM͒ between parallel filaments of partially spatiotemporal overlapping. This could be clearly observed by varying the delay between the pump and probe pulses within the pulse duration ͑−35-35 fs͒. For the initial filament separation of ϳ70 m, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , the pump and probe filaments were attracted to each other and eventually fused together near the zero delay. For the initial filament separation of ϳ140 m, the Kerr-induced filament attraction became weaker and no filament fusions were observed near zero delay, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The separation between the pump and probe filaments at zero delay ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ was almost the same as the initial separation, indicating a counterbalance between the plasma-induced repulsion and Kerr-induced attraction of the synchronized parallel filaments. This confirmed a complex interaction between the plasma cross-defocusing and Kerr-induced filament attraction.
When the probe or pump pulses propagated around 80 fs ahead, as denoted by delay-B and delay-C in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, parallel filaments initially separated by 70 or 140 m were repulsed up to spatial separations of 90 and 100 m or 150 and 160 m, respectively. Note that the parallel filaments had negligible temporal overlappings at delay-B and delay-C, the Kerr nonlinear couplings played a negligible role in filament interaction. The enhanced repulsion should come from the local refractive index modulation induced by the molecular alignment, which showed a slight delayed response to the excitation pulse. There was also a remarkable difference in filament displacements between delay-B ͑probe ahead͒ and delay-C ͑pump ahead͒ manifested by the fact that the filament displacements at delay-B were smaller than those at delay-C. The strong pump pulse propagating ahead produced more significant influence on the filament repulsion with an enhanced degree of molecular alignment than the probe pulse ahead. For the initial separation of ϳ140 m, where plasma induced cross-defocusing became weaker filament repulsions were still observed at both delay-B and delay-C, suggesting that molecular alignment could induce filament interaction in a longer range compared to plasma defocusing.
Impulsive molecular alignment ͓16-19͔ was achieved through rotational Raman excitation by intense ultrashort laser pulses. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the experimentally measured weak field polarization signal ϳ͑͗͗cos 2 ʈ ͘͘ −1/ 3͒ 2 , where ʈ is the angle between the molecular axis and pump polarization. In the experimental measurements, we rotated the polarization of the pre-attenuated probe pulse by 45°with respect to the pump polarization. The pump and probe pulses were noncollinearly crossed at an angle of ϳ2°. The field component with polarization perpendicular to the incident probe polarization was selected by an ␣-BBO polarizer and analyzed by a lock-in amplifier ͑SR830, Stanford͒ at various pump-probe delays. Since the polarizations of pump and probe pulses were orthogonal to each other, we calculated the molecular alignment revival ͗͗cos 2 Ќ ͘͘ = ͑1−͗͗cos 2 ʈ ͒͘͘ / 2, where Ќ is the angle between the molecular axis and the field polarization of the probe pulse. The space-and time-dependent refractive index modulation due to molecular alignment reads as ␦n molЌ ͑r , t͒ =2͑ 0 ⌬␣ / n 0 ͓͒͗͗cos 2 Ќ ͑͘͘r , t͒ −1/ 3͔ + ␦n rRЌ ͑r , t͒ ͓20͔, which increases and decreases for parallel ͑͗͗cos 2 Ќ ͘͘ Ͼ 1 / 3͒ and perpendicular ͑͗͗cos 2 Ќ ͘͘ Ͻ 1 / 3͒ orientated molecules, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , the rotational Raman response was delayed about ϳ80 fs with respect to the excitation pulse envelope, which was consistent with the experimental observation of filament repulsions at delay-B and delay-C in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒. As we measured experimentally, about 20% of the incident energy was contained in the pump filament with a radius of ϳ70 m and a pulse duration of ϳ60 fs, while the probe filament contained about 30% of the incident energy with a radius of ϳ50 m and a pulse duration of ϳ90 fs. The peak intensities of the pump and probe pulses were accordingly estimated to be I pump ϳ 3.4ϫ 10 13 and I probe ϳ 3.2ϫ 10 13 W / cm 2 , which consist with the peak intensity clamping inside the filament core ͓25͔. Figure 3͑c͒͑dotted and dash-dotted curves͒ shows the intensity profiles of the pump and probe filaments I͑r͒, which were derived according to N e ͑r͒ = N air ͓0. Figure 3͑c͒ also shows the calculated ␦n molЌ from the molecular alignment excited by the pump and probe pulses. The pump pulse induced a larger ␦n molЌ around the probe peak than that produced by probe pulse at the pump peak, giving rise to an obvious filament repulsion at delay-C, as observed in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ . For an enlarged initial separation of ϳ140 m, as shown in Fig.  3͑d͒ , ␦n molЌ from the molecular alignment excited by the pump and probe pulses were decreased at the probe and pump peaks, respectively, it was still sufficient to produce noticeable filament repulsions as observed in Fig. 2͑b͒ .
The most significant nonlinear couplings between spatiotemporally overlapped filaments came from the Kerr nonlinearity with the locally increased refractive index ͓26͔. On the basis of the spatial profiles of the pump and probe filaments, we calculated the refractive index modulations of ␦n Kerr ͑r , t͒ϳn 2 I pump + n 2 XPM I probe and ␦n Kerr ͑r , t͒ ϳ n 2 I probe + n 2 XPM I pump , respectively, in the pump and probe filaments, where n 2 = 3.2ϫ 10 −19 cm 2 / W is the Kerr nonlinear coefficient of air and accounts for the self-phase modulation and n 2 XPM =2n 2 / 3 represents the Kerr effect induced by the XPM of the orthogonally polarized pump ͑or probe͒ pulse ͓26,27͔. As shown in Fig. 3͑e͒ , ␦n Kerr in the pump and probe filaments exhibited almost overlapped profiles and accordingly, filament fusion was facilitated as observed in Fig.   2͑a͒ . For a large initial filament separation, ␦n Kerr in the pump and probe filaments ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒ were accurately separated with decreased peak values, where no filament fusions were observed as in Fig. 2͑b͒ .
Molecular ionization in filaments affected the parallel filaments due to the plasma-induced local reduction of the refractive index as ␦n plas ϳ −͑r , t͒ / ͑2 c ͒ ͓25͔, where is the electron density and c ͑ϳ1.7ϫ 10 21 cm −3 at 800 nm͒ is the critical plasma density. We considered both the ionization of O 2 and N 2 in air as discussed above, and the electron densities in the pump and probe filaments were estimated to be ϳ1.6ϫ 10 18 and 1.0ϫ 10 18 cm −3 , respectively. The plasmainduced modulation of the refractive index ␦n plas by the pump and probe pulses are plotted in Fig. 3͑g͒ with the initial filament separation of ϳ70 m. The absolute value of ␦n plas produced by the pump ionization was much larger than that by the probe. Therefore, the influence of the probe ionization was relatively small, which was demonstrated in the experiment by the larger filament displacement around delay-D than that around delay-A ͓see Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒. When the initial separation of filaments was changed to ϳ140 m, ␦n plas induced by the pump and probe filaments were spatially separated as shown in Fig. 3͑h͒ , leading to nearly vanished plasma influence as observed in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The long interaction range of the molecular alignment was further demonstrated for an even larger initial filament separation ͑ϳ159 m͒. The delay between pump and probe filaments was turned to 8.0-9.0 ps, which contained the fullrevival of molecular N 2 and the three-quarter revival of molecular O 2 . As shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , the orientation of molecules was parallel to the probe polarization at delay-E and delay-G, while it was perpendicular to the probe polarization at delay-F. Therefore, the probe filament was attracted by the pump filament at delay-E and delay-G for ␦n molЌ Ͼ 0 and repulsed at delay-F for ␦n molЌ Ͻ 0, as observed in Fig. 2͑c͒. A modulation of the fluorescence intensity of probe pulse was observed. As shown in Fig. 2͑d͒ , this modulation followed the molecular alignment revivals. It could be well understood by the fact that diatomic molecules parallel aligned to the filed polarization are much more easily ionized than those perpendicularly aligned ͓23͔.
In summary, we observed strong interactions between two parallel filaments around zero time delay and field-free molecular alignment revivals. The molecular alignment was demonstrated to have a relatively longer interaction range than the Kerr and plasma effects, which further occurred periodically around the field-free revivals, providing a promising approach to remotely control filament interaction. 
